
Judge #1 Judge #2 Judge #3

Time Beginner Junior/Cake Decorating Int/Sr/Bread/Food Pres

9:00 Pio Zia (B) Ambrose Blosser (J) Caitlin Fuller (S)

9:15 Reyna Tufte (B) Ashtyn Jolly (J) Helen Harris (I/Pres)

9:25 Anna Falk (B) Rosa Zia (J/CD) Madison Martin (S)

9:40 Cyprian Blosser (B) Clare Harris (J) Augustine Blosser (I)

9:50 Madison Acheson (B) Emma Lanter (J) Luca Zia (I)

10:05 Brylyn Jolly (B) Austin Acheson (J) Ellen Miller (I)

10:25 Evan Sinclair (B) Madison Martin (CD) Mallory Wagner (S)

10:40 Jared Eckert (J) Kassandra Reynolds (J) Heather Vanderweide (S)

10:55 Kaydeece Fultz (B)

11:05 Break Break Break

11:20 Darwyn Boyle (B) Isabelle Kimmi (J) Patrick Sullivan (S)

11:30 Morgan Molt (B) Korin Kimmi (J) Shelby Scholz (S)

11:45 Mackenzie Scholz (B) Renay Myers (J) Deni Wagner (S)

11:55 Bryn Wagner (B) Vincent Webb (J) Emmaly Dryden (I/Bd/Pres)

12:05 Charlie Kimmi (B) Sara Hamilton (CD)

12:40 Check-in Deadline Check-in Deadline Check-in Deadline

12:40 Maria Maderak (B) Gwendolyn Crossland (CD) Emily Crossland (I)

12:40 Benjamin Stone (B) Mason Scholz (J)

12:50 Avery Handke (B) Emily Crossland (CD)

1:05 Ashtyn Young (J) Kristen Maderak (CD)

1:15

1:30

Exhibit Reminders:  Be sure to bring your recipe. Perishable foods should be kept at the proper food safe temperature. Those enrolled in food preservation 

should list altitude on the food preservation lable. This is a USDA recommendation. (Visit with Diane prior to judging if you have questions.) Food labels available 

at the Extension Office or will be available at the registration table on the day of judging. Perishable foods will have a picture taken after judging. Purples 

perishable foods should be placed in the cooler. They will be displayed during fair. Decorated foods will be sold/displayed during fair. 4-Hers enrolled in foods are 

asked to help sell foods at the auction after the parade. (approx. 8:45) You will walk around the show ring with food items.
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Please note judging times listed are tentative. As your time with the judge is a time to learn, we want to allow judges enough time to offer tips for future projects 

and fair exhibits. As time spent with the judge depends on the number of exhibits judged, times listed are estimates. Do plan to arrive 10-15 minutes before your 

scheduled time. Please plan to follow the order printed rather than the actual time printed on the 1st. 4-Hers being judged by more than one judge may "leave the 

waiting line to be judged" and then return to their place in line for the second judging. Purple ribbon foods stay with the foods clerk; perishable foods need a 

picture taken and other foods should be taken to the table for instructions.


